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Across three experiments we examined how dividing an upcoming planning process into multiple steps would impact one’s optimistic

prediction bias.  We showed a decrease in the optimism bias when individuals described their plan in a relatively difficult, rather than

easy, step.  We identified two debiasing aids that qualified this relationship.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Consumers tend to be optimistic in predicting when they will 

complete an upcoming activity. Optimistic predictions are often 
more problematic than pessimistic predictions, because they not 
only delay other planned projects, but they also make consumers 
use unexpected additional resources to complete the current project. 
Even though research to date has proposed various bias reduction 
aids in the context of optimistic time predictions (e.g., Roy, Chris-
tenfeld, and McKenzie 2005), many of them were not empirically 
supported or earned only mixed support. The purpose of this paper 
is to propose and test new debiasing strategies that help to reduce 
consumers’ optimistic prediction biases. 

One of the possible causes of the optimistic prediction bias is 
that individuals overestimate the likelihood of the occurrence of a 
chain of events in completing a project. As shown in the explanation 
bias literature (e.g., Hirt, Kardes, and Markman 2004), people tend 
to view a particular outcome as more likely to occur if they have 
explained a sequence of steps required to complete the project. 
Because individuals often base their judgments upon the informa-
tion that is readily available, the project that has been explained 
is more accessible and thus gets higher likelihood estimates. Thus 
consumers who can easily simulate the sequence of an event may be 
optimistic in concluding that the event is likely to take place soon. 

Drawing upon the literature in judgment and decision making, 
we argue that the magnitude of planning difficulty effects will be 
mitigated when an individual planner’s accountability increases, a 
planner write a pessimistic scenario, or a planner is led to believe 
that ease is bad. First, accountable individuals tend to thoroughly 
process the information and do not heavily rely upon heuristics 
such as ease of generation (e.g., Tetlock, Lerner, and Boettger 
1996). Thus, we predicted that the influence of planning difficulty 
on optimistic prediction bias would be weaker when individuals’ 
accountability for their prediction outcome was high, rather than 
low. Second, following up Sanna and Schwarz (2004), we predicted 
that individuals’ optimistic prediction bias would be smaller when 
it was easy, rather than difficult, to generate a pessimistic scenario 
about an upcoming event. Third, building upon Briñol, Petty, and 
Tormala (2006), we predicted that experiencing ease in generating an 
optimistic scenario would reduce optimism when people interpreted 
ease of generation to be bad, rather than good.

Using “real world” planning activities, each of these predictions 
were tested across three experiments, respectively. In Experiment 1 
we examined how planning difficulty would influence individuals’ 
optimistic prediction biases. We also tested the role of accountability 
as a debiasing aid. People who were engaged to be married were 
first asked to identify one of their pre-wedding activities that would 
be completed soon. Then they were told to describe how they 
would complete the activity by writing about it in relatively easy or 
difficult steps. They were also assigned to one of two accountability 
conditions. Next the participants estimated the time that the target 
activity would be completed and then evaluated their planning 
processes. Lastly, participants reported their actual completion 
times when they were contacted 10 days after the predicted deadline 
of the chosen activity. As predicted, people who were engaged 
to be married made more realistic time estimates for the project 
completion when they were asked to write a relatively difficult, 
rather than easy step, optimistic scenario. However, unlike our 
prediction, accountability did not play any moderating role. Each 
individual in the high accountability condition seemed to have been 

less susceptible to our accountability instruction because his or 
her responses would be ultimately examined by the experimenter 
as well as the other member of the couple. In Experiment 2 we 
tested how planning difficulty would interact with scenario type: 
optimistic versus pessimistic. As predicted, the planning difficulty 
effect shown in Experiment 1 was qualified by the type of scenario 
that people generated. The optimistic prediction bias decreased 
when individual planners generated the difficult, as opposed to the 
easy, optimistic scenario or when individuals generated the easy, 
as opposed to the difficult, pessimistic scenario. In Experiment 3 
we tested how planning difficulty would interact with shoppers’ 
interpretation of the feeling of ease. As expected, the planning 
difficulty effect was qualified by the subjective meaning of ease. 
Planners who generated a difficult, rather than an easy, optimistic 
scenario were less likely to exhibit the optimistic prediction bias when 
they positively interpreted the feeling of ease. In contrast, planners 
who generated an easy, rather than a difficult, optimistic scenario 
were marginally less likely to exhibit the optimistic prediction bias 
when they negatively interpreted the feeling of ease. 

In sum, across three experiments using “real world” planning 
activities we found support for two important debiasing aids. We 
hope our new debiasing strategies will not only help illuminate the 
processes behind the optimistic prediction bias but will also assist 
all of us in making more realistic plans.
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